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The Positive Movement Project supports mental
wellbeing through fitness and sport.

 
Mental wellbeing refers to our ‘emotional health’-
how we feel emotionally. Mental wellbeing relates

to your thoughts and feelings and the way we cope
and respond to the circumstances around us. 

 
Having good mental wellbeing does not mean you

will never experience negative or unpleasant
thoughts and feelings. However, if we can learn to
understand and manage those feelings, we can 

 become better equipped to deal with day to day
tasks, feel more confident in ourselves and

maintain positive relationships with those around
us. 

 
Our mental wellbeing can be impacted by

situations that are outside of our control whilst also
being influenced by positive choices we make. 

This toolkit aims to support good mental wellbeing,
helping you to understand and manage negative
thoughts and feelings and to better cope when

things don’t quite go to plan.
 



Everyone feels anxious now and then, in fact, it is a way 
of protecting ourselves from perceived danger. The 
body reacts to ‘danger’ and prepares itself for that 

‘fight or flight’ response. 
 

However, anxiety can become unhelpful and prevent 
us from doing the things we want to do or from having 

fun. It becomes a problem when you begin to feel 
anxious in situations that do not present any real 

danger- for example at a party with friends or at home 
alone. 

 
You may find that anxiety has you worrying about your 
problems excessively. It can manifest itself physically 
too, with sweating, raised heart rate, feeling dizzy etc.

 
Like anxiety, most people experience fluctuations in 

mood depending on the situations they are in and how 
they are feeling on any given day. 

Mood problems can present themselves in a number of 
different ways- from feeling low to not being able to 

enjoy things you usually like, to feeling tired or 
agitated. 

 
It is important when experiencing continued bouts of 

anxiety or low mood to contact your GP or seek 
support. 

 



Keeping track of your moods can help you gain a better
understanding of what triggers your mood to change, when you
become more fearful and when your symptoms bother you less.

 
Try tracking this week and see if there are any triggers for low

mood as well as times that you were able to improve your mood.
Include details around the situation, what emotions you felt and

how it affected you. 
 



One common misconception around self-
care is that it is all about self indulgence.

Self-care is not selfish.
 

Self-care is ensuring you take care of
yourself so that you can be healthy and well

enough to do all the things you need and
want to do each day- whether that’s

meeting your responsibilities at school or 
 helping around the home or attending after

school activities, sports clubs or events. 
 

As the saying goes, ‘you can’t pour from an
empty cup’.

 
Self-care involves taking steps to remain

physically and emotionally well. 
 

What feels like self-care can vary from
person to person.  So it’s important to take

time to find what works for you. 



I am happy with my physical fitness

I eat well nutritionally most of the time

I have plenty of sleep and feel well-rested

I take regular breaks from my work

I say "No" to others when I need to

I have forgiven my past mistakes

I know what I am passionate about

I have things to look forward to in my life

There are no right or wrong answers; simply respond as
you see fit and see what you discover about yourself.

Score 2 points for each 'Yes', 1 point for each 'S /
Sometimes' and 0 point for 'No'.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Yes NoS

Your total score

What did you learn about yourself?



Take a walk
at the park

Drink more
water

Make an
effort to
appreciate
nature

Take a
break

Listen to a
guided
relaxation

Eat 5 portions
of fruit or
vegetables in
a day

Take a nice
bubble bath
or a hot
shower

Learn a
new skill

Unfollow
toxic social
media
accounts 

Listen to
music

Listen to a
podcast 

Practice
gratitude

Watch the
sunrise

Read a
book

Go
somewhere
new

Watch your
favourite
movie

Go to bed
earlier

Follow an
online
workout 

Try a craft
activity

Pamper
yourself

Get some
sunlight

Start a new
hobby

Write out
your goals

Organise
your
wardrobe 

Watch the
sunset

Take time for self-care, try some of these and see how they make you
feel. You can add more of your own! 



Mindfulness is our ability to pay attention to the
present moment. 

 
Techniques to practice being mindful can help us
to manage our thoughts and feel calmer, which in
turn can help to reduce the symptoms of anxiety

and depression.  
 

Mindfulness is something that comes with
practice and can be as simple as trying to pay

more attention to your surroundings, turning off
distractions such as the TV or your phone and

listening to the sounds you can hear, taking time
for art such as colouring or drawing or even just
checking in with how your body is feeling at any

given time. 
 

Meditation and activities such as yoga are also
practices that can help you become more

mindful, helping participants to connect with
their breathing and focus on the present

moment.  
 
 

 
 



One mindfulness exercise involves using your five
senses to focus on your environment instead of your

thoughts, helping to calm your mind.

 
 



Get Organised...

Sometimes it can feel safer to

avoid our problems, for example

avoiding revising. This may make the

problem worse. Create a timetable

for revision and be sure to set

breaks. Chunk the work down

rather than trying to tackle

everything at once.  

Under Pre
ssure... 

You may feel 
externa

l

pressure
 to succ

eed, whether

that be 
from family or fr

iends

or even 
your tea

chers. B
e

honest a
bout you

r feelin
gs,

your car
egivers 

may have
 no

idea you
 feel th

is way unles
s

you tell
 them.

Remember...

Exam results
 do not 

define

you nor
 do the

y deter
mine

the out
come of yo

ur life.

Make a l
ist of t

he qual
ities

you hav
e that 

have no
thing

to do w
ith resu

lts. You
 are

not simply a gr
ade! 

Turn to others for support...

Your friends and family can

support and ensure you don't

feel alone. Staff at your

school may be able to help

with practical measures to

help the work feel more
manageable 

Don't Pla
y the C

omparison

Game...

There is
 only on

e you, u
nique

and bril
liant in 

your ow
n way.

Exam time may lead
 to

comparing y
ourself

 to othe
rs.

We all ha
ve diff

erent

strengt
hs- be p

roud of
 yours 

Do What Works For You...We all learn in differentways; some of us arevisual learners, some needto hear information toprocess it, some learn bydoing. Find what works foryou and embrace it!  

It is normal to feel stressed or anxious when you are
preparing for exams. However these feelings may

become overwhelming or escalate if we don't find a
way to manage them. 

 



When we are feeling low, the simplest of tasks can seem difficult to
do. Negative thoughts can impact the things we enjoy doing. 

Completing activities can give us a sense of achievement and routine
that may help to keep negative feelings at bay, or help us to manage

them.
 

Have a think about some things you’d like to do or get done this week. 
Include activities that bring you joy such as meeting a friend or
watching a film with a family member, and activities that give a

feeling of satisfaction- like tackling coursework or organising your
bedroom. Schedule it in and you’re more likely to commit to it. 

 



 
 

Our breathing can have an impact on our physical state.
When our breathing rate is elevated, a number of

physiological changes occur. Whether we gasp because we
are frightened, become a little breathless when we are
shocked, light headed when we feel panicked or even

experience tingling sensations when we are nervous- our
breathing has had a part to play in this. The way we breathe
is a massive factor in the physical sensations we experience

when we are anxious.  
 

We breathe in to obtain oxygen, breathing out carbon
dioxide. Our body is able to naturally maintain optimal levels

of oxygen and carbon dioxide- in part due to how fast and
deeply we breathe. For example, when we exercise, we

breathe faster and more deeply to replace the oxygen being
used. 

 
Being anxious causes an increase to our breathing rate. This
is due to our physical fight or flight response to a perceived

threat. However, when we increase our breathing rate
without physical exertion we breathe out too much carbon
dioxide. This is what leads to those symptoms of dizziness,

light headedness, tingling and feeling weak.
 

Continually ‘overbreathing’ can leave you feeling ‘on edge’
and in turn you’re likely to respond to stressful situations

with anxiety and feelings of panic.
 

 Being able to gain control of your breathing, by slowing down
your breathing rate, can aid you in combatting these feelings. 

 



Find somewhere comfortable to either sit or lie
down, such as a chair or bed. 

 
Inhale for for 4 seconds

 
Hold this breath for 2 seconds

 
And then exhale, releasing the breath across 6

seconds 
 

Pause slightly before inhaling again
 

While doing this, hold a hand on your stomach and
feel it rise as you breathe in. You want to ensure
you are breathing from the stomach rather than

the chest. 
 

Try to practice each day, at a time you can relax,
free from distraction. 

 
Practicing this will help to develop a more relaxed

breathing habit.
 

 
 



Our worries can seem overwhelming and like they consume our time.
Rather than try to ignore our worries or process them all at once, it may
help to postpone your worries to a designated time. This allows you to

focus on other things rather than allowing worries to take over. 
Designate a 15-20 minute slot for your ‘worry time’. As worries pop up
in the day, write them down and then in your worry time, if they are no

longer a concern, cross them out. Otherwise, take the time to write and
process your thoughts around the worry, identifying whether the worry

is something you can take action about or if you are worrying about
something that may not happen in the future. 

 

Worry Time Thoughts



 
 

Imagine you have a bucket and every time you feel anxious or experience
stress, the bucket slowly fills up. As it fills up, it gets heavier to carry, it

may even spill over! 
 

Finding activities that can help lighten the load, can make the bucket
easier to carry and manage the stress you experience. Use the stress

bucket below to jot down the stresses you have that fill the bucket and
the things you can do to release some of that stress. 



 
 

Sometimes when we experience stress or anxiety and things feel
overwhelming, we may take actions that seem to alleviate these feelings

for a short while. It can feel like you are able to forget about your troubles.
However these 'quick fixes' can often have quite negative outcomes and
can even put us into danger. They may lead to more stress and anxiety in

the long term and as that stress builds it can feel like we are 'drowning'.
When we are looking for a 'quick fix' we do not always anticipate the
consequences of our actions in the moment. Take some time here to

consider negative ways to deal with stress and possible consequences. 

Consequences 

Negative Ways to 'Cope' 



The people you surround yourself with have the power to
influence your actions, in much the same way that you have

the power to influence the people around you.
 

This can be beneficial to us, if our influencers motivate us to
do good things, encourage our positive attributes and lead us

to new experiences that shape and build us in a way that
helps us grow.

 
However, peer pressure can bring us stress when we feel
under pressure to do things we are not comfortable with,

actions that go against our morals, or lead us to take
dangerous risks.

 
The pressure to conform, to 'fit in' is one that we all feel. It

makes us feel accepted, safe, validated. 
 

However, once we start compromising our own values, we
must act with courage to figure out what is right for you-

even if that may be an unpopular choice. 
 

By speaking up you may be helping others in the group who
feel the same as you, you have the power to influence too- it

can take one person to take a different action to make a
change. You have the potential to be a leader rather than a

follower and to make a difference. 
 

Listen to your gut- If it doesn't feel right then the situation
may not be right for you. 



You have a voice and the right to say 'no' in any situation that
you are not comfortable with. This may prevent something that
puts us at risk from happening, or stop us from taking on more

than we can handle when we constantly say 'yes' to everything. 

A Time I said 'Yes' when I wanted to say 'No'... 

How could saying 'No' benefit me> 

Practice Your 'No'. Use the space below to plan your response
Suggestions- No with a reason. A raincheck no (not right now)- A
reflective no (that shows you've consudered their feelings)- The broken
record no (repeating no and staying firm) 



Social Media is the collective term for platforms that
focus on content sharing, community based input,
communication and interaction- allowing users to

communicate with others both locally and worldwide! 
 

From your Aunt sharing her dinner on Facebook, your best
mate uploading a dance to TikTok, or following your

favourite artist on Instagram; it feels like everyone sharing
online and it can feel like you're missing out if you're not. 

 
Most smart phones record your active screen time. Check
your settings to see what your daily average screen time

is- log the figure below. Does it surprise you? 

 
 



 
 

Social Media allows you
to stay connected to
others. We are able to

access news and share
events as they unfold. 
Social Media can be a

tool for change,
galvanising people to

act for the greater
good and social

causes. 

Using social media can lead
to difficulties with feeling
connected when we are

face to face.
It can be hard to live up to
the 'perfect' image we want

to project.
It can be hard to

concentrate as we feel the
need to check our phones..
We might start to compare

ourselves to others. 
We can feel like we 'waste'

time scrolling 

Social media is addictive-
receiving a 'like' or positive

comment gives you a boost of
dopamine- a feel good

hormone.
It can affect body image and

self-esteem.
Cyberbullying has elevated
bullying to another level- it

can feel like an ever-present
threat.

Increased usage can lead to
social anxiety, depression and
exposire to content that can

be distressing  

Try to reduce your time online
Cut down on the social media

apps you do use.
Unfollow, block or mute accounts
that don't make you feel good-
report ones that post abusive

content.
Follow accounts that make you

feel good.
Remember that you are viewing
the highlights of people's lives-

don't play the comparison game.
Check your privacy settings to

protect yourself online.
Use platforms for good, sharing

content that supports others and
show kindness.

Stay connected in real life. 



 
 



 
 

Social Media can be a positive thing in our lives, as long as it
doesn't control our llives and the way we feel. Make a plan of

action for happier social media use. 

Social Media Plan of Action 
I will...



The negative thoughts and feelings that we have and hold about ourselves
can impact the choices we make and affect our daily lives- one negative

thought can spiral into catastrophising.
 

As much as we may believe something to be true, our thoughts are not
facts.

 
Get into the habit of challenging your negative thoughts, put them on trial!
Have a go here- enter your negative thought, rationalise with the evidence

for and against and reach your verdict. 
Negative Thought 

Evidence Against Evidence For 

Verdict 



Being physically active can have a positive effect on our mental
wellbeing. Exercise can contribute to better sleep, improve your

mood and help manage feelings of stress and anxiety.  You may find
an improvement to your self-esteem as you achieve new goals and

feel better physically. 
 

Physical activity can also help you connect with other people if you
partake in group classes or clubs.

 
There are lots of different things you can do to get active. From

taking a walk with friends or family to riding a bike, going for a swim
or run or even dancing around your bedroom- moving can help you

feel good! 
 

Try to fit some more physical activity in your week and see what it
does for your mood. We’ve listed some ideas to get you started,

circle them as you give each one a try. 
 
 



Doing things for others can actually make you feel good. Performing an act
of kindness stimulates the production of serotonin, (a ‘feel good' chemical
that helps us feel happy) endorphins (increases the feeling of pleasure and

is the brain’s natural pain killer) and oxytocin (the ‘love drug’ that aids
social connection, lowers blood pressure and increases self-esteem)

 
An act of kindness doesn’t have to be a massively grand gesture, it can be
smiling at a stranger, holding a door open for someone, sending a friend an

uplifting message or volunteering to help someone with a difficult task. 
 

For each act of kindness you perform, colour in a petal on the flower below
and see your kindness bloom. 

Colour in and see your kindness in full bloomColour in and see your kindness in full bloom



Spending time out in nature can benefit both physical and mental
wellbeing. The positive impacts can include improved mood, reduced

feelings of stress, increase in physical activity and feeling more relaxed and
calm. 

 
Go for a walk and take time to appreciate your surroundings.

 
What can you find on our nature hunt? 

 



Feeling socially connected to others and forming good relationships are
important for your mental wellbeing. We may spend a lot of time on social

media but that does not mean we are being 'social' and enjoying real
connections. A good relationship can help you feel a sense of belonging and

improve your self-worth, provide support and allow you to share positive
experiences as well as enabling you to support others too. 

 
Phone a friend 

 
Meet a friend and catch up over a

drink or lunch 
 

Play sports with others 
 

Sit together with family at
mealtimes 

 
Volunteer for a local community  or

school project 
 

Use apps such as ‘FaceTime‘ or
‘Skype’ to stay connected 



Getting creative can reduce stress and anxiety. By focusing on a creative
activity we can achieve a meditative-like state that helps us to manage our

thoughts and feelings.
 

Have a go at getting creative, there are no rules! Use the easel as you see fit. 
 



When we learn a new skill we may feel a sense of achievement and in
turn feel an improvement to our self-esteem. It provides an

opportunity to connect with others and provides focus and a sense of
purpose.

 
You could sign up for classes or attend a youth club in your local area,

use YouTube to learn something new, attempt to cook from a new
recipe, use video tutorials to complete a project etc. Try to find an

activity that brings you joy. 

EACH TIME YOU TRY SOMETHING NEW, POP IT IN THE JOURNAL
BELOW. HOW DID THE ACTIVITY MAKE YOU FEEL?



Your voice is important, your thoughts and feelings matter. Here are
some thoughts around mental wellbeing from young people. Do any
resonate with you? It may be useful to share this with the adults in
your life and can help to begin a conversation around your feelings.

You may even want to share your own! 

I don't know how

to feel emotions

to be honest. 

Adults need to

put themselves in

our shoes 

If I'm stressed, I

try to find the

root of the

problem 

The more I

think, the

worse it gets!If I'm stressed it

messes with my

sleep, I just can't

sleep then it messes

me up the next day 

'A cup of tea'

doesn't solve

everything! 

Giving us statistics or

saying everyone goes

through this, invalidates

my feelings- I'm not a

number. 

Speak to

someone you

trust, it can be

anyone! I try to give my

friends advice that

doesn't sound like

I'm some sort of

therapist 

I like to have

a long bath.

It's just you

and your

thoughts 



If I'm sad I'll watch the

saddest episode of my

favourite programme. It

makes me cry but then

it's like I've released

all of it. 

If I'm stressed about

school then I avoid the

problem. I know this makes

it worse because I get

even more behind and then

it's on top of me! 

If I need to

calm down I'll

listen to music

or practice

hairstyles 

It helps me to

use my fidget 

 toy when I

feel stressed I try to help my

friends if they're

stressed but I'm not

always sure how t0 

Adults shouldn't

compare their

problems to ours

and make us feel

invalid Give us time

and space to

process our own

emotions
I overthink... And when

I'm anxious I pick at my

nails and sometimes

bite the inside of my

mouth

So many thoughts

surround my mind

and it leads me to

make bad choices 

I wish adults would

give us time and not

yell at us. Give us a

chance to explain.

Don't force us 



If you are struggling with your mental health, then it is good to let your GP
know. If experiencing thoughts you cannot control or suicidal thoughts then

please visit your local A&E department where trained professionals can
support you.

 
There are many charities who can offer support, advice and information. 

You can contact samari
tans

about anything that is

upsetting you- they ar
e

available 24 hours a da
y, 365

days per year. You can 
call 116

123 (Free) or email

jo@samaritans.org 

National suicide Prevent
ion

Hotline is a supportive

listening service for any
one

with thoughts of suicid
e. Open

24/7 on 0800 689 5652

You can contact saneline ifyou are experiencing a mentalhealth problem or supportingsomeone through theirs. Call0300 304 7000 (open 4:30pm-
10:30PM everyday)

If you are struggling you cancall the campaign againstliving miserably (calm) on 080058 58 58 (5pm-midnight every
day) 

under 35 & struggling with

suicidal feelings 
or supporting A

young person wh
o may be

struggling, cont
act papyrus

hopelineuk on 08
00 068 4141

(weekdays 10am-10
pm, weekends

2pm-10pm)

If you’re Under 25 and

struggling, you can ca
ll The

mix on 0808 808 4994 (
3pm-

midnight every day)

You can contact switchboard ifyou identify as gay, lesbian,bisexual or transgender. Call0300 330 0630 (10am-10pm) allphone operators identify as
LGBT+ 

If you live in wales, you cancall the community advice andlistening line (c.a.l.l.) on 0800132 737 (open 24/7) 



For more information and advice regarding mental health and wellbeing,
please visit these websites.

 
This list is not exhaustive but may provide a starting point for further

support. 

https://www.nhs.uk/eve
ry-mind-

matters/

Every mind matters can
 help

with advice, tips and ac
tions

for Better mental wellbe
ing 

https://www.mind.org.uk

provides advice & support  &

campaigns to raise awar
eness,

improve services & promote

understanding

https://www.youngminds.org.uka mental health charity forchildren, young people and
their parents

https://www.rethink.org
provider of mental health

services in england

https://mentalhe
alth-uk.org

supports people a
ffected by

mental health pr
oblems

https://www.headstoget
her.org.

uk

campaign to tackle stig
ma 

 around mental health 
&

fundraise for new mental
 health

services

https://www.thecalmzone.netthe Campaign against livingmiserably (calm) provides free  helpline &chat, empowerscommunities and campaigns tospread awareness of suicide &
its impact

https://www.bacp.co.uk/search/Therapistsa list of therapists providingprivate services
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